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1. INTRODUCTION 
The abstract formulation of the Marcinkiewicz theorem due to Calderon 
[4, 51 was extended by Torchinsky [ 1 l] to include simultaneously, known results 
for L(p, q) and Orlicz spaces. Interpolation theorems involving operators with 
change of measures and weights were proved in [lo, 91 and later in [6]. It is the 
purpose of this paper to generalize the interpolation theorems of Torchinsky [l l] 
to weighted Orlicz spaces. The study of these extensions is of interest because 
they simultaneously extend known results for weighted Orlicz spaces and the 
spaces La(p, q) and lead to new applications in the theory of bounded linear 
operators. 
The appropriate setting in which we prove our results is the spaces cl(X) 
and M(X) of Lorentz [l, 3, 121. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the interest of Professor A. Torchinsky in this 
work and the correspondence we had with him regarding these topics. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
DEFINITION 1. Let (.,&‘, CL) be a totally o-finite positive measure space. 
If f is measurable, then the distribution function off is defined by 
f*(Y) = Ax: IfW! > Yl7 y >o. 
If for each y > 0, f* is finite, then the nonincreasing rearrangement off is 
given by 
f*(t) = inf{y > 0: f,(y) < t}, inf+ = co. 
Clearly f* and f * are nonincreasing on (0, 03) and right, respectively, left 
continuous. In addition (f + g)*(t) <f *(t/2) + g*(t/2) (see, e.g., [lo]). Two 
functions which generate the same distribution function are said to be 
equimeasurable. 
* This research was supported in part by the NRC. 
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The Lore&z s~acesL(p, q) are defined in terms off*: That is, if 0 < p, q < co 
thenL(p, q) = {fi llfll,*, < ~01, where 
= sup tl!” f*(t), 0 <p 5; cc, q = co. 
t>o 
DEFINITION 2. A Banach space X of complex-valued Lebesgue measurable 
functions on I = (0, I), 0 < I < co is called a function space if 
(i) j g ! < / f j a.e., f E X implies g E X and /I g /lx < jl f /lx .
(ii) {fn}zCl C X, such that 0 < f,, 7 f a.e., then either f E X and 
llfn L-7 llfllx or llfn 11x7 ~0, 
The space X is called rearrangement invariant (r.i.) if f E X and g defined on I, 
equimeasurable with f, implies g E X and /j f /Ix = I/ g jlx . 
Thefundamartalfunction~, of the r.i. space X is defined by&(t) = (1 xro,tl Jlx , 
t > 0, where x[o.t~ is the characteristic function of the interval [0, t]. 
The dual x’ of the r.i. space X, is the space of measurable functions g on I with 
:I&, = sup /I /,f(s)g(s) ds 11, 
where the sup is taken over all f E X with i/f I/* < 1. 
It is not difficult to see that x’ is also r.i. and X” = X. 
Since we encounter fundamental functions frequently in the sequel, we list 
here a number of elementary properties. 
(bxwh+> = t; 
&(t) is continuous, increasing, and for t > E > 0 absolutely 
continuous; moreover, 
(2-l) 
for t > 0, &(t)/t is nonincreasing, so that, for 0 < T < 1 
7 G h(4/4xW (2.2) 
X has an equivalent rearrangement invariant norm 11 . l/r, , such that &, is 
concave and for 0 < t < 00, &(t) < &Jt) < 95r(2t). 
Because of the inequality (2.1) we can define the spaces /l(X) to consist of all 
measurable functions f for which f * exists and 
llf II/l(X) -= s 
m f*(t) &(t) $ < co. 
0 
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The spaces M(X) are those spaces for which f * * exists and 
IlfllMMcX) = T;f**w Cx(t> 
is finite. Here f * * is as usual the integral average off *. 
It is known that /l(X) C XC M(X), with continuous embeddings. Thus, for 
example, if X = LJ’, then h(t) == W, so that /l(X) = L(p, 1) and M(X) = 
L(p, co), the “weak” D-spaces. 
DEFINITION 3. A sublinear operator T from A(X) into M(Y) is said to be 
of weak type (X, Y), if there is a constant K, such that 
The smallest K for which this inequality holds is called the norm of T. 
3. INTERPOLATION THEOREMS 
In the following theorems we define 
Also, for the next two theorems we assume that C is a nonnegative increasing 
convex function defined on [0, co) with C(0) = 0 and with the property that 
there is a p > 1 such that C(t)/t” is decreasing. 
Our first technical result ensures that the operators are well defined. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose 7, f, and &/&, are increasing from 0 to 00 and that 
&/+xx, is decreasing. Let 0, 3 1 and 
s (3-l) 0 
(3.2) 
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be satisjied for w a nonnegative decreasing function on (0, ‘x). Then 
and I YYS) 4x1(s) $ ‘t 
are Jinite, whenever 
Proof. For t > s, 
so that 
2 4-w js;, w*c4 4x(4) $ 
>, 4P(t)) W*(s) +x(@)) ln 2, 
and by (2.2) 
f *w h(s) G 2wfw/~ 241CI-1w)* (3.4) 
Since c$~,/& increases, (3.1) and Jensen’s inequality show that for p > 1 
Let B(t) = t”/C(t), t > 0, then B increases and the last term takes the form 
e:-’ (p&)” 1 B(f *(s) cxw qf*(s) 4x(s)) w(gL-l(s)) ds 4?J w s 
G T’ (p&,” I3 p-l ( wc&:;;ln 2 )] $:;t)) ’ 
where the last inequality follows from (3.4) and the fact that w(z,!+(s)) increases. 
This implies the first part of the lemma. 
To show that 
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note that (3.3) implies 
or equivalently, 
Since C is convex, (3.2) and Jensen’s inequality imply 
m w(k’(s)) ‘(f*(‘) +x(‘)) +ds> bds)(~-l(s)) d  
+x,(s) ~Y,WYS>> G(+ 
so that 
which proves the lemma. 
THEOREM 1. Let T be a sublinear operation, simultaneously of weah types 
(Xi, Y,), with norms Ki , i = 0,l. Suppose W, 5, 7, and ZJ are as in Lemma 1 
and (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), 
and for 0, >, 1, 
(3.6) 
are satisjied. Then 
jam 4) 'WY)*(t) CYWI $ d K Jorn 4Wt>> W*(t) 4x0)) $ 
w&h K = 22p-l[0i-‘K0” + (2&K& 2)’ 8:-l + KID], provided the right side is 
jinite. 
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Proof. For u > 0, consider the decomposition off by f = fu -rf”, where 
fu =fif If I d u and zero otherwise. Then 
and 
(fu)“(t) G i;*(t) 
if t <<f,(U) 
if t > f.+(U). 
It follows from Lemma 1 that f u E A(&) and fti E A(Xl). Since T is of weak 
type (X0, Y,,) with norm K,, we obtain with u = f *(#(t)) 
(V”)*(t) 4rW G Ko $& 6 (f’?*(s) h,(s) $ 
By (3.1) and the definition of 4 
so that Jensen’s inequality and an interchange of order of integration show 
where we used (3.5), the fact that C(t)/t” is decreasing, and KoBo 3 1. 
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Next, since T is of weak type (X, , YI) with norm ICI, 
EYE UW) + J(t)19 
respectively. By (3.6) and (2.2) 
w G MY(t) f*w>) ~x,(w>lbYl(t) 
= edY(t) f*w>> ~x,MwdY,(t) 
so that in this case the estimate follows as before, only now the constant is 
(2~o~1K~/ln 2p/co . 
Next by (3.2) 
so that by Jensen’s inequality and (3.3) 
= om C(W”(s) 4x(s)) +$ j”-““’ 4) dY(t)MY,(t) f + 
s 0 
since C(t)/t” is decreasing. 
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Finally by the sublinearity of T, (2.2), the convexity of C and the fact that 
C(t)/t” decreases 
s oy 4) cuf)*(t) dYW $ 
< 
s 
m 4% wTf”)*(t) + (?L)*(tN dYW1 $ 
0 
1 m 
<- 
s 2 0 
4) [C(4(VU)“W +rw> + C(4(5YU)*(t) 4Y(ml+ 
< 22p-1 
IS om 4) w-f”)*(~> 4YW $ 
from which, by what we have shown before, the theorem follows. 
The next results correspond to those of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose 7 and y5&bx, are increasing from 0 to 00 and &/~~O , 4 
(and hence +) decreasingfrom CO to 0. If (3.1), (3.2) andfor nonnegative, increastng w 
.c m 
(3.7) 
t 
holds, then 
and 
are finite, whenever 
s om 4fw)) c(f*(s) MN 4 -=I a* 
Proof. Since u(#-l(t)) is decreasing, we have for s < t 
H(t) = it ~/J-W) C(f *(z) 4x(4) (d,+) 
3 4fwtN C(f *(s) C&/2)), 
so that the argument of Lemma 1 applies, proving the first part. 
Next, note that (3.7) implies 
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and since z,k’ is decreasing, G(s) is increasing. The argument now proceeds as 
in Lemma 1 for by (3.2) and Jensen’s inequality 
which implies the result. 
THEOREM 2. Let T be a sublinear operator, simultaneously of weak types 
(Xi , YJ with norm Ki , i = 0, 1. Suppose v, f, 4, and w are as in Lemma 2 and 
(3.1), (3.2), (3.6), (3.7), and 
I t+Y(wY&) f G 4YWYoW (3.8) 0 
are satisfied, then the conAsion of Theorem 1 holds. 
Proof. Let u, f,, , f U be defined as in Theorem 1. Then by Jensen’s inequality 
and an interchange of order of integration we obtain 
s om 4) CKCf")*W CYWI f 
< e,l I om 4-w WoKof *w 4x(s)) -$ 9 
where we used (3.8). 
Now, since T is of weak type (X, , Yr) with norm Kl , we obtain as in the 
proof of Theorem 1, (Tf,)* (t) &(t) < K,[l,(t) + J(t)] with Ii(t) < 28, I(t)/h 2, 
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and the estimate is obtained as above. Finally, by (3.2), Jensen’s inequality 
and an interchange of order of integration shows that 
jam w(t) C(W(t)) f G jm w(t) j=
0 m(t) 
-1 
om cKf*N MN $# ( j5 
&(t) dt ds 
K’(s) w(t) Cy,(t> t ) s 
where the last two inequalities follow from (3.7) and the fact that C(t)/t” 
decreases for some p > 1. 
The remaining portions of the proof are the same as in Theorem 1 and are 
omitted. 
From Theorems 1 and 2 we obtain a weighted Marcinkiewicz interpolation 
theorem [6]. 
COROLLARY 1 [6]. Suppose T is a sublinear operator of weak types (pi , qJ, 
1~pj~~j~~,i=O,l;Po~pl,~oZ4~.~et~=(l/~o-~I/~~)/(f/po-~/p,) 
and 
l/4 = e/t70 + (1 - WI1 ? 1 /P = d/PO + (1 - WPl 7 o<e<1. 
If either q. < q1 , w decreasiv and satisfying 
s 
t we sl/P--lk--l ds ,< t--l/Q1 w(t)” o 
or q1 < q. , w increasing and satisfying 
then 
s 
tm w(s)q &Q--l'Qrl ds ,< tl'*--% w(t)" 
I om [w(t)(Tf)*(t)]q dtl”’ < K 16 [w(W) f *(t)]” dtjl”. 
Proof. Take X,, , X, , Y, , YI, X, and Y as L%, LPI, Le, L%, L”, and Lq, 
respectively. If 4s < qI let C(t) = tP in Theorem 1, then 
6 [w(t)(Tf)*(t)W]” -$ < K Lrn [w(F) f *(t)]” dt. (3.9) 
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Since q > p the left side of (3.9) d ominates by Calderon’s lemma (Lemma 4 
below) 
from which the result follows in this case. If q1 < Q,, let C(t) = t* in Theorem 2, 
so that 
J 
om [w(t)(Tf)*(t)yJ dt < K J+= wq(P) If*(t)t”p]” $ 
0 
<K [Jo9 [w(tl’“)f*(t)]P dtjs’), 
where the last inequality follows again from Calderon’s lemma. 
Observe that on replacing w by wP greater symmetry in the result of the 
corollary is achieved. 
In Theorems 3 and 4, to follow, the function C defined on [0, co) is assumed 
to be nonnegative, increasing, concave, and C(0) = 0. It is easily seen that 
C(t)/t is decreasing and C is subadditive. 
We require the following result. 
LEMMA 3 [l 1, LEMMA 3.111. Suppose f is a decreasing nonnegative function 
on (0, CO) and 4 is a fundamental function. If C is concave, increasing on [0, 03) 
with C(0) = 0, then for t > 0 
s 
tf (4 w $ G y C-l (A it C(f (4 m 4) (3.10) 
0 
and 
lrnf (4 d(s) 4 G 2 In 2 C-1 (-& I,y2 C(f (4 4(s)) $). (3.11) 
THEOREM 3. Let T, 7, 5, #, and & be as in Lemma 1. Let the concave function 
C satisfy 
C(st) < 02 C(s) C(t), s, t > 0, (3.12) 
If w is a decreasing function on (0, CO) and 
s t 4s) C(4YWY,W> f G eaw(z)/c(~y,(t)/~Y(t>), 0 
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then there exists a constant K, independent off, such that 
Proof. Define f u, fu , and u as in Theorem 1. As in the previous results it is 
not difficult to show that Tf * and Tfu are well defined. Then, since T is of weak 
type (X0 , Y,,) we obtain by (3.10) 
s oo 4) C[(Tf 9*(t) dYW1 f 
< im w(t) c (K LbltJf *(s) 4x0(s) $& $) f 
d s 
co 
w(t) c 
! 
K $$+ y C-l [& s:“’ C[f *(s) &(s)] $11 4 
< i joa 4) wY(wYo(t)) /y C[f *(s) +&NC [+&I f f ) 
where the last inequality follows from (3.12). Here K is a constant which 
henceforth may be different at different occurrences. Interchanging the order 
of integration, then since w decreases and by (3.13) we have 
K jm C(f *(s) $x(s)) c g#) jil,,, w(t) C(~r(w#y,(t)) $ $ 
0 
G K p 4VW) C[f *(s) CXWI c(~,(~)/~x(~)>/c(~Y~(~-l-‘(~)>/~Y(~-l(~))) f s 
=K 
s om 4-YsN C(f *(s) b(s)) $ . 
Similarly, since T is of weak type (X, , Y1) the subadditivity of C yields 
I ,” 4) C((Tfu)*(t) dr(tN ;- 
< 
G K ljom 4) C (+& cft)f *U(t)) &l(s) $) $ 
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By (3.13) and (3.12), th e second integral is dominated by 
’ ’ * In 2c-1 In 2 g(tj,z i [’ jm 
G K jam 4) ~(4 y(t)i+ yl(t)) jbyt, ,2 
ds dt 
C(f *w 4x(4) W,Wx(4) y y- 
Similarly, the first integral is dominated by 
and the result follows from the subadditivity of C. 
Our last interpolation theorem is the following: 
THEOREM 4. Let T, 7, 6, z,h be as in Theorem 2 and C satisfy (3.12), 
s 0 
and 
s p 4) c(+Y(s)/$Yl(s)) 4 e w(t>iC(du,(t)l~y(t>), 
where w is increasing. Then the conclusion of Theorem 3 holds. 
The proof of this theorem follows along the lines of the previous result and 
is omitted. 
Theorems 3 and 4 imply Corollary 1 with 0 < pi < qi < 1. 
The following auxiliary result can be used to extend our interpolation theorems 
in a different direction. 
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LEMMA 4. Let C and D be convex increasing on [0, CO) with C(0) = D(0) : 0, 
D(t)/tP decreasing for some p > 1, and let DC-l be concave increasing (OY equi- 
vakntly CD-l convex increasing). If d, is a fundamental function and g positive 
decreasing, then 
c-1 (jam C(#(t) g(t)) -$-) ,i 4P(ln 2).-ID-I [r,” D(#(t) g(t)) +]. 
Proof. Since DC--l is subadditive and DC-l(t)/t decreases and + increases 
cc 
6; DC-’ 
I 
C C(4(2k) g(2”-l)) In 21 
kc-02 
<; ,i, D(@*) d2”-‘)) 
< (In 2)-r i: Jar’ ~(+(4.29 g(t)) $- 
k=-m 
.< 4P(ln 2)-l .Lrn D($(t) g(t)) $- 
by (2.2). Since D-‘(t)/t decreases, the result follows. 
We remark here, that if C(ab) w C(a) C(b) and D(ab) M D(a) D(b) then we 
can write the conclusion of Lemma 4 as 
c-1 (I= C@(t)) C(+(t)f(t)) $) < KD-l (SW D+(t)) D(Wf(t)) $1, (3.14) 
0 0 
where we have taken g(t) = f(t) . v(t), v(t) decreasing, 
COROLLARY 2. If C(V) = W, then under the conditions of Theorem I 
We can obtain Corollary 1 from this result directly. 
The reader wili have no difficulties modifying the convex and concave functions 
to obtain similar corollaries for Theorems 2, 3, and 4. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
Theorems 1 to 4 may be used to obtain a number of interpolation theorems 
between well-known function spaces. We give here one illustration for the 
Lorentz-Zygmund spaces. 
The Lorentz-Zygmund spaces L”*(LogL)R, 0 < p, q < co, a: real, consist of 
those measurable functions f, for which 
Ilf II L”lLO@” ES [Jo= [N’(l + I log t l)a f *(t)]” $lliq 
(with the usual modification when q = co) is finite. 
LEMMA 5. If X = L”Q(Log L)I, then the fundamental function (6x satisfies 
h(t) w W(1 + I log t I)@. 
Proof. By definition 
4x”(t) = joi sQ’P--l(l + 1 log s ])a* ds. 
Consider the case 0 < t < 1. If a: > 0 then for s < t (1 - log s)oLp 3 
(I - log t)oq, so that 
(p/q)t”‘“(l - log t)aq < j” sq’p-l(l - log s)ap ds. 
0 
To obtain the reverse inequality we integrate by parts and obtain 
Q(t) = (p/q)t”‘“(l - log t)un + (Y/P) 6 SQ’P-l(1 - log s)@ ds. 
Continuing this n times until -1 < aq - n < 0, then if aq = n, we obtain 
the result directly since 1 - log s 3 1, otherwise 
I 
t SQ’P--l(l - log s)““-” ds < (f/q) t*‘p(l - log t)“‘- 
0 
< (p/q) tq’*(l - log tp. 
If 01 < 0, (1 - log s)“Q < (1 - log t)aq, s < t < 1, implies &“(t) < (p/q)tqlp 
(1 - log t)arg and also 
s t I t SP’P-l(1 - log SF ds 3 s’+l(l - log s)“Q ds 0 t/2 
> (p/q)(l - log t/2p tQ’p(l - 2-*/P), 
which proves the lemma if 0 < t < 1. 
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If N > 1 and t E [I, N], 4r(t) and trlY(l -t 1 log t i>a: attain maxima and 
nonzero minima, from which the result follows. 
Finally, since 
the result follows for t > N, which completes the proof of the lemma. 
The next theorem extends Theorem 3 of [2] to an estimate involving weights. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose 1 < p, <p, < co, 0 < rO, rl < co, r0 # rl , a real 
and T is a sublinear operator of weak types (p, , rO), (p, , rl), and 
1 e 
=-+ 
l-0 1 l-0 
P PO P,’ -= ;+7> 
O<O<l. 
7 
Let 0 = (l/r, - l/~~)/(I/pr - l/p,) and w satisfy 
s t o 4)s 1’T-1’71--l(l + j log so I)” ds < w(t)tl’r-l”l(l + I log t’ I)” 
if r, < rl , with w decreasing, while 
I 
m 
t 44s l’r-l’rl-l( 1 + ] log s” I>” ds < w(t)t”T-l’rl(l + I log to I) 
ifr, > r, , with w increasing. Then if q > 1 
f 
m w(t) [(Tf)*(t)t”‘(l + I log t” /)a]’ $ 
0 
<K s m o@‘“) [W(l + / log t I>” f *(t)]” $- . 0 
Proof. We consider only the case r. < Y i ; the case rr < r. is similar, except 
that one then applies Theorem 2. 
Let X0 = L%, X1 = LPI, Y. r L’o, Yr = L’I, and X = Lnq(logL)bl. By 
Lemma 5, h(t) m W(1 + I log t ])dl, also, t(t) = +Yo(t)/$Yl(t) = tllro-l/rl, 
T)(t) =+x,(t)/+xl(t) = Wd%, yqt) = to, 
N’(l + ( log to I)“. 
and 4&) = TwfvN ~YO(wxXg(w) = 
I n order to apply Theorem 1 with C(x) = ~4, q > 1, 
we must verify 
s 
t 
S 1’9~-1’p-1(1 + 1 log s I)-” ds < O,,tl”o-l’“(l + 1 log t I)-“, (3.1’) 
0 
r 
m s’/“r”~-l(l + ( log s I)-” ds < t”“‘-““(1 + ( log t I)-“, (3.2’) 
-t 
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and 
- s~“-~‘~o-‘( 1 + j log S” I)” ds < tl’r-l’ro( 1 + 1 log t “I)“. (3.3’) 
An identical argument of Lemma 5 proves (3.1’), and for (3.2)’ we note that 
the integral tends to infinity as t - 0. Hence by L’Hospital’s rule 
lim tl’P-l’Y1(l + 1 log t I)-* j8- s~‘~~-“~-’ (1 + j log s I)* ds = 1/(1/p - lip,) 
t+0 
from which (3.2’) follows. The inequality (3.3’) is proved similarly, which 
completes the theorem. 
We remark that with a = 0, Theorem 5 yields an interpolation theorem 
involving weighted Lorentz spaces. 
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